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Exact similarity solutions for inviscid compressible ablative flows in slab symmetry with nonlinear heat
conduction are proposed for studying unsteadiness and compressibility effects on the hydrodynamic
stability of ablation fronts relevant to inertial confinement fusion. Both the similarity solutions and their
linear perturbations are numerically computed with a dynamical multidomain Chebyshev pseudospectral
method. Herewith the first analysis of laser-imprinting based on a dynamic solution is presented, showing
that maximum perturbation amplification occurs for a laser-intensity modulation of zero transverse wave
number, with growth dominated by the mean flow stretching.
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Hydrodynamic instabilities are a key issue in laser-
driven inertial confinement fusion (ICF) where thermonu-
clear burn is expected to be achieved for a sufficiently sym-
metric implosion of a spherical capsule [1]. Implosions of
such capsules are highly nonuniform and unsteady com-
plex flows, hence rendering their stability analysis particu-
larly arduous. Most of the theoretical work devoted to ICF
target hydrodynamic stability has dealt with the so-called
‘‘ablative Rayleigh-Taylor (RT)’’ instability [2] which oc-
curs during the shell acceleration phase [1]. Numerous
analytical models, established for idealized ablation
flows—i.e., considering a steady ablative flow of an un-
bounded domain in a uniform and constant inertial force
field, continuous or discontinuous ablation profiles, as well
as other, more or less restrictive assumptions (e.g., incom-
pressible or isobaric approximations)—have been pro-
posed for this instability linear regime [3]. These models
have undoubtedly contributed to a better understanding of
this rather complex instability in the case of steady ablation
fronts. Certain key features of ICF implosions—such as
mean flow unsteadiness, nonuniformities, compressibility,
convergence—cannot however be properly rendered by
such analytical models. Overcoming such limitations is
generally thought of as being a matter of multidimensional
numerical simulations of perturbed ablation flows using
‘‘full-physics’’ hydrodynamics codes. Here we propose a
different approach by considering the linear stability of
exact one-dimensional (1D) self-similar ablation flows in
the deflagration regime [4–11]. These similarity solutions
are especially relevant to the early stage of capsule irra-
diation—the so-called ‘‘shock-transit time’’—for which
numerical simulations indicate that mean flow profiles,
even for constant irradiation fluxes, are more akin to self-
similar than to steady solutions [12]. Perturbed ablation-
front evolutions need to be accurately described during this
phase which is critical to ICF target implosions since it sets
initial conditions for the subsequent ablative RT growth.
For unsteady mean flows, achieving this goal without im-
pairing the validity of the results requires a numerical
approach. Here, the rigorous framework of the mean flow
similarity allows us to use highly accurate numerical meth-

ods [13]—namely dynamical multidomain Chebyshev
spectral methods—for computing both the mean flow
and its 3D perturbations, hence avoiding the flaws of overly
dissipative and dispersive numerical schemes found in ICF
hydrocodes. We are thus able to produce, with unprece-
dented details and accuracy, linear perturbation responses
for ablation flows relevant to ICF, while taking into ac-
count—without any restriction, yet within a simplified
setting—unsteadiness, compressibility, and small-scale
nonlinear heat-conduction effects. In this Letter, we report
on newly obtained results regarding both self-similar abla-
tive flows and the first analysis of the laser-imprinting
problem of direct-drive irradiation [12,14,15] in the case
of unsteady mean flows.

Consider the 1D motion in the x direction of a com-
pressible, inviscid, heat-conducting fluid with a polytropic
equation of state p � �RT, E � CvT, Cv � R=��� 1�,
and a nonlinear heat conductivity of the form

 � � ���0=����T=T0�
�; � � 0; � � 1; (1)

where �0, T0 are some standard density and temperature.
The equations of motion, written in terms of the
Lagrangian coordinate m such that dm � �dx, read

 @t�1= ��� � @m �vx � 0; @t �vx � @m �p � 0;

@t� �v2
x=2� Cv �T� � @m� �p �vx � �’x� � 0;

(2)

where ��, �vx, �p, �T, �’x�� �� ��@m �T� denote, respectively,
the fluid density, x velocity, pressure, temperature, and heat
flux as functions of (m, t). Since the early work of Marshak
[4] similarity solutions of Eq. (2), or of their two-
temperature counterparts in the case of plasmas, have
been investigated either by means of simulations of par-
ticular initial and boundary value problems (IBVPs) [5,6],
either through asymptotic analysis [7,10] or numerical in-
tegration [9] of similarity transformed equations. However,
no complete solutions of similarity boundary value prob-
lems for Eq. (2) had been published until those of Ref. [11].
The similarity solutions considered herein arise when a
semi-infinite slab (m � 0), initially such that
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 ���m; 0� � �0; �vx�m; 0� � 0; �T�m; 0� � 0; (3)

is subject to the boundary conditions

 ���0; t� � p�

�
t
t�

�
2���1�

; �’x�0; t� �’�

�
t
t�

�
3���1�

; (4)

where p�,’�, t� are some characteristic pressure, heat flux,
and time. Choosing for convenience a dimensionless for-
mulation of Eq. (2) based on the quantities �0, R, �, t�,
similarity solutions of the IBVP (2)–(4) come as [6]

 ���m; t� � �G���; �vx�m; t� � t��1 �V���;

�T�m; t� � t2���1� �����; �’x�m; t� � t3���1� �����;
(5)

where the vector of unknowns Y � � �G; �V; ��; ���T satisfies
a system of ordinary differential equations derived by
Saillard in 1983 [8],

 d �Y � F ��;Y�; (6)

with boundary conditions

 

�G � 1; �V � 0; �� � 0; as �! �1; (7)

 

�P � �G �� � Bp; �� � B’; for � � 0; (8)

in place of, respectively, (3) and (4), and the definitions

 � � m=t�; � � �2�� 1�=�2�� 2�; (9)

for the similarity variable and exponent. Initial and bound-
ary conditions other than (3) and (4), are encompassed by
such similarity transformations [6,10]. The constants Bp,
B’ of Eq. (8) are dimensionless numbers built from the
quantities p�, ’�, t�, �0, R, �, while the components of the
function F are [8]

 F 1� �G2N=D; F 2���N=D; F 3�� �G��1 ���� ��;

F 4����F 3�2���1� ��	=���1���� �G ��N=D;

with N � ��� 1� �V � �GF 3, D � �2�2 � �G2 ��. Any so-
lution Y satisfying Eqs. (7) and (8) necessarily includes the
singularity D � 0 of system (6). This singularity corre-
sponds to an isothermal characteristic curve, say m=t� �
�s, of the (m, t) plane, which is circumvented by introduc-
ing, as part of the solution, an isothermal shock wave at
� � �s. Such a shock wave penetrates the cold quiescent
fluid together with an infinitesimal fore-running thermal
wave which, taken as a whole, may be held to be a non-
isothermal shock bounding the disturbed-fluid region
[4]—the sole approximation we are conceding here.
Henceforth, the boundary conditions (7) are replaced by
the Rankine-Hugoniot (RH) conditions, at � � �s, for a
nonisothermal shock wave with uniform upstream state
given by (7), thus defining, along with Eq. (8), a nonlinear
eigenvalue problem for system (6).

The method of solution that we have devised, a refine-
ment of that used in [11], is quite involved [16] and consists
of a finite-difference shooting procedure followed by a

relaxation process coupled to an adaptive multidomain
Chebyshev method [17]. In practice, nine significant digit
results are commonly achieved over the domain �0; �s�
with the exception of the boundary values at �s, where
accuracy drops down to 4–5 significant digits due to the
error made upon replacing there the wave structure by a
nonisothermal shock front. Similarity solutions for various
values of the boundary value parameters Bp, B’, of the
temperature exponent �, and of the fluid adiabatic expo-
nent � have been successfully computed with this method.
Variations in laser intensity, fluid density, and heat con-
ductivity are accessible within the dimensionless formula-
tion of Eqs. (5)–(9) through proper choices of Bp and B’.
As an illustration, three different examples of electron
heat-conduction solutions—i.e., for � � 0, � � 5=2 in
Eq. (1), equivalently � � 4=3 in Eq. (8)—for a monoa-
tomic gas (� � 5=3) are shown in Fig. 1. The values of the
parameters Bp, B’ for configurations I and II (see Table I)
were deduced from a simulation of the ablation of a planar
plastic foil under Laser MégaJoule (LMJ) direct-drive
conditions, while those of flow III were chosen to yield a
totally different ablation picture. In all three cases (1) the
undisturbed fluid region (� > �s), (2) the shock-
compressed region of negligible heat flux, (3) the ablation
layer with steep density, velocity, and heat-flux gradients,
and (4) the conduction zone extending from the origin up
to the ablation layer, are clearly seen. The main flow
typical lengths are listed in Table II in terms of reduced
lengths: namely, Ltot � t���x��s� � x�0�	 for the whole
disturbed-fluid region; Lcon � t���x��a� � x�0�	 with �a
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FIG. 1. Similarity solutions for � � 5=3, � � 0, � � 5=2.
Reduced density �G, velocity �V, normalized heat flux ��=B’,
and pressure �P=Bp profiles in the variable �=�s (cf. Ref. [10] for
a schematic view, Ref. [9] for detailed ablation layer profiles).
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the abscissa of the flow maximum density, for the conduc-
tion zone; Labl 
 min�jd� �Gj�1 for the ablation-front
density-gradient scale length; and Luns for the flow un-
stable zone according to Ref. [18]. Further characteriza-
tion of these flows is provided by the ablation-front iso-
thermal Mach number Ma � j �Uaj

���1=2
a , Froude number

Fra � jUaj�jAajLabl�
�1=2, and Péclet number Pea �

�
��1Ltot

�G1��
a

����a j �Uaj, where �Ua and �Aa are the reduced
ablation velocity and front acceleration: see Table III.
Froude numbers for configurations I and II are larger than
unity, as is seldom during the shock-transit phase.

The linear stability of these self-similar flows is here
investigated using an Eulerian description—in the (m, y,
z)-coordinate system—of the flow linear perturbations,
say �, vx, v?�� vyey � vzez�, p, T. The relevant system
of partial differential equations (PDEs) reads then

 @t�� ���@m ��vx � ��@mvx � @m �vx��r? � v?� � 0;

@tvx � ��@m �vxvx � @mp� @m �p�= �� � 0;

@tv? � r?p=� � 0;

Cv�@tT � ��@m �Tvx� � ��@m �vxT � �p@mvx � @m’x

� @m �’x�= ��� � �pr? � v? � r? � ’?�= �� � 0;

where r?: � �@y:; @z:�T. As is usual, the above 3D system
of PDEs in physical space is replaced by a 1D system in the
yz-Fourier space. Applying the dimensionless formulation
of Eqs. (5)–(9), this system, written in the similarity vari-
able �, is of the form

 �@t �A��; t�@2
� �B��; t�@� �C��; t; k?�	V � 0; (10)

with V � �G;Vx;r? � V?;��T the yz-Fourier transform
of the perturbation vector ��; vx;r? � v?; T�T; k? the
transverse wave vector modulus; and where A, B, C are
4� 4 matrices. Boundary conditions are provided at � � 0
by imposing arbitrary time-dependent density and incident
heat-flux perturbations, and at � � �s by the nonisother-
mal RH conditions for linear perturbations. System (10),

being incompletely parabolic, is handled via an operator
decomposition between a reduced hyperbolic system [19]
and a parabolic scalar equation, along with a proper for-
mulation of boundary conditions for each subsystem [13].
Numerical approximation in the � variable is performed
with the adaptive spectral method already used for the
mean flow while time marching is carried out with a
three-step Runge-Kutta scheme. Arbitrary perturbed con-
figurations are amenable to IBVPs defined after Eq. (10),
although we focus here, for electron heat conduction, on
the laser-imprint problem of direct-drive irradiation
[12,14,15]. Note then, that for the present similarity flows,
the fluid external boundary is held to be the critical density
surface, i.e., the locus of zero density perturbation regard-
less of heat-flux modulations. Laser imprinting of flows I

and II by a unit relative laser-intensity modulation has been
investigated with this high accuracy numerical approach
for extensive ranges in time and modulation wave number.
Figure 2 illustrates the disparity—up to seven decades in
amplitude for modulation wave numbers spanning four
decades—in ablation-front distortion responses that may
be captured by this approach. These responses [Fig. 2(b)]
also evidence the significant reduction in imprint efficiency
as the relative conduction zone size, k?lcon�
 k?Lcont

��,
at which the intensity modulation starts to be applied is
increased; a fact already established by laser-imprint simu-

TABLE II. Similarity solutions of Fig. 1: flow typical reduced
lengths.

Ltot Lcon Labl�10�3� Luns�10�3�

I 1.23 1.21 0.04 0.02
II 1.08 1.05 1.80 0.82
III 0.05 0.02 0.18 7.83

TABLE III. Similarity solutions of Fig. 1: ablation-front char-
acteristic numbers.

Ma�10�1� Fra Pea�104�

I 0.8 3.27 23.7
II 1.82 1.97 0.46
III 0.41 0.86 0.21
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FIG. 2 (color online). Flow II of Table I. Dimen-
sionless plots of the ablation-front distortions vs (a) time and
(b) the relative distance k?lcon, for (top to bottom) wave numbers
k? � 0 [ in plot (a) only], 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 50, and 100.

TABLE I. Similarity solutions of Fig. 1: parameters.

Bp�10�2� B’�10�2� �a�10�1� �s�10�1�

I 0.1 2.6 0.23 1.10
II 3.0 25.7 1.25 3.00
III 4.0 0.4 0.18 1.52
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lations and modeling [12,14,15]. The rough features of
front distortion evolutions—the existence of a growth
regime for k?lcon � 1, and of a damped oscillatory regime
for k?lcon � 1—are recovered here. However, analyses of
front distortions, 	abl, obtained for various wave numbers
k?, over the same range of the relative distance k?lcon, and
for each of the flows I and II [Fig. 3(a)] evidence significant
differences with previous findings. Hence our results—
valid for all k?lcon, contrarily to the sharp boundary model
of Ref. [14]—reveal the existence of three different re-
gimes for the evolution of 	abl. For k?lcon � 1, the dis-
tortion amplitude growth is algebraic, 	abl / t4=3, and not
linear [12,14,15], with the leading constant independent of
k?, and is due to the mean flow stretching effect on the
continuous ablation layer profiles. In particular, mean flow
and perturbation characteristic evolution times are identi-
cal, thus making irrelevant any stability analysis of this
regime based on quasisteady mean flow arguments. The
second regime, of modulated amplitude oscillations, fol-
lows for 1 & k?lcon & 103, the growth phase [Fig. 3(a)].
This regime, which has never been previously identified
and could have important implications in experiments,
sees the distortion amplitudes reaching their maximum—
varying, as for constant irradiations [14,15], like k�1

? —
after a single [Fig. 3(a), curve I] or several phase rever-
sals [Fig. 3(a), curve II], rather than at the end of the
growth phase [14]. Such a behavior is consistent with the
destabilizing influence of the mean flow stretching which
is larger for flow II than for flow I. The third regime, of
damped oscillations, only appears for very large values of
k?lcon [Fig. 3(a), curve II for k?lcon * 103], the ablation
layer characteristic length approaching then the modu-
lation wavelength, with frequencies and damping fac-
tors becoming proportional, respectively, to k?t1=3 and
t4=3 expf�cstk?t

4=3g, in contrast to the constant (/k?)
frequencies and expf�cstk?tg dampings of Ref. [14].

Futhermore, maximum instability at k? � 0 [Figs. 2(a)
and 3(b)], a trend also noticed for constant irradiations
[15], as well as a front distortion amplitude and oscillation
period increase (Fig. 3) with a laser ramp pulse steepening
�’II

x�0; t�>’I
x�0; t�	—in agreement with the mean flow

stretching destabilizing effect—are demonstrated.
In summary, we have presented a fully—both physically

and numerically—consistent approach to the linear stabil-
ity of self-similar ablative flows and its application to the
first analysis of laser imprinting based on a dynamic solu-
tion, revealing the determining effects of mean flow un-
steadiness and ablation layer finite gradients.
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FIG. 3. Comparison between flows I and II of Table I. Plots, in
arbitrary units (a.u.), of ablation-front distortion (a) responses vs
the relative distance k?lcon for a particular modulation wave-
length, and (b) spectra at shock breakout (the values for k? � 0
being assigned to k? � 10�6).
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